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Liam Quinn is back in his hometown Philly after three years in the pen for forgery. Now the ex-boxer, ex-art
student has been given a chance to make amends by working as an insurance investigator, restoring a little of
his family's pride and getting another chance at the woman of his dreams. But a gallery heist isn't what it
seems, and pretty soon, Quinn is running out of people to trust. The biggest mobster in town, a sweetheart
named "Vin The Shin," is calling him out; a steady string of lowlifes want his head, and the local police
think he's hiding something. But hey, when trouble comes knocking? That's when Quinn Checks In.
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From Reader Review Quinn Checks In for online ebook

Heather Boustead says

Quinn Checks In
By L.H. Thomson

Liam Quinn is a former boxer, and a former art forger. After her spent time in prison he begins a new life as
an insurance investigator, little by little earning the money to pay his debt to society equal to a quarter of a
million dollars. His most recent case is an art theft taking him back into the world he once left behind to
recover the stolen piece and save his firm a hefty sum and in return receive one for his self. Along the way he
comes into contact with a mob boss, a beautiful woman, and a sociopathic teenager.

L.H. Thomson did a great job with this novel. Quinn is not your ordinary Private Eye but his study of art has
given him an unusual eye for details which only goes to improve his investigative process add in the fact that
he was once a boxer you have the makings for a kick butt artist and an interesting investigator. If you are a
fan of mysteries I would give this one a try, you may think you know who has committed the crime but in the
end you know nothing.

For More Reviews be sure to visit my blogs at:
http://reflectionsofabookworm.wordpre...
http://bookwormrflects8.blogspot.com/

Eric_W says

This is the first in the eponymic series about an ex-art forger who know works for an insurance company as
an investigatory. His father and brother are cops (the father is actually retired). In this case a Vermeer is
stolen along with a copy of a minor work. What’s unclear is why the copy was stolen in the first place as it
had virtually no value.

That minor mystery soon becomes a much larger one linked to a bank heist and the Philadelphia mob enters
the scene with its own agenda. It’s a reasonably good start to the series and I’ll move on to the second in
spite of an overly convoluted plot.

Nicole Peterson says

Main character Liam is from the typical immigrant neighborhood. He's of Irish decent and his mother
expects her boys home every Sunday for family dinner. His father is a retired police officer, one brother is a
priest, one a businessman, and one of course following in the old man's footsteps. Liam was expected to be
the boxer of the family. Much to his father's chagrin he graduates with an Art Degree. He gets caught up in
the wrong crowd and ends up using his talents forging paintings. He gets busted and does some time in the
pen. Being an ex-con doesn't leave a lot open to him. He's on probation and banned from picking up a paint
brush.



A childhood friend, Nora's father, takes him under his wing and gives him a job as a PI for his insurance
firm. Liam takes cases and makes sure everything is on the up and up or bust people trying to scam the
insurance company. The opening is of him busting a biker that was supposedly dead and his "old lady" was
waiting to cash in on his life insurance. He lays the biker and the biker's friend out cold in a pool hall when
they try to use his head as a baseball with a pool cue.

He gets a case of a painting robbery that is just a bit hinkey. While going around to question witnesses to the
crime he is jumped by tough guys, picked up for lunch with the local mob boss, and other exciting run ins.
And he's fighting his love for long time "BF" Nora. He's always been in love for her, but never thought he
was good enough for her. So, he settles for being best friends with her. But how does Nora really feel?

This was a really fun book for me. I can't quite put my finger on what exactly it is, but this book reminds me
a bit of reading my fave Nero Wolfe novels. There is something about Liam that reminds me of Archie
Baldwin from those novels. They just share that same "feel" for me. I LOVE those books. If you are a fan of
Nero's I would definitely suggest reading this book to you. If you haven't had the privilege to read any of
Rex Stout's Nero books and enjoy this one I would suggest you go to the local library and give those a go.
Either way, I would definitely give this a go.

Diana Hockley says

LH Thomson has hit the jackpot with his main character, Liam Quinn. A major aspect of this book which I
greatly enjoyed was the feeling of energy which pulsated through the writing.

Liam Quinn is a likeable young man who has made a mistake and is intent on rehabilitating himself through
his job as an investigator for an insurance company. In so doing, Liam has to run a fine line between the
crooks in the town and doing his job, whether it upsets them or not.

What I particularly liked about this character is not only his humanity, but that he suffers shame. In this year
2012, this is very much a lost emotion in western society. In all the books I have read recently, I have not
come across a transgressor who is ashamed and sorry that his past humiliates his family, particularly his cop
brother, but who is still courgeaous enough to front up to his father and his father's friends and acknowledge
that he is not perfect but trying to redeem himself.

I was also impressed by the lack of over-smarts and abrasiveness shown by Liam Quinn and admired how
the author has set up the novel so that the reader is left eager for more.

Well-written and fast-paced, this novel is a triumph for LH Thomson and I highly recommend it.

Dale says

Had Me Hooked From The Start

From the opening lines of  Quinn Checks In  I was hooked. Literally, the opening sequence was so cleverly
done that I knew I had see what else L.H. Thomson (new to me, but he has a good-sized list of titles) had to



offer in this book.

Liam Quinn is an artist gone bad but then turned back to the good. He used to make money making copies of
someone else's art and then selling it as the real thing. But, once he was caught and went to prison he
straightened out and now works as an insurance investigator in his hometown of Philadelphia. He does a
little bit of everything but he is really on the payroll as the art expert. He is also working off the court-
ordered restitution for his criminal past.

But, things are not all wonderful for Liam Quinn. His father was a beat cop and one of his brothers still is. It
is hard for a cop to have an ex-con brother. But, Quinn keeps on plugging along.

Quinn gets a big art case that comes with a big reward for him if the insurance company can find the art
rather than pay for it. An art gallery was robbed during the middle of an art showing (there was a party, food,
people standing around, etc.) and only one piece of art was stolen, which seems odd because you could make
even more money if you stole more art.

So, Quinn gets the case and starts investigating and soon enough finds himself being questioned by the
police, a local mafia figure and, even worse, he must answer to his mother about missing her Sunday dinner!

The mystery in this mystery story is just so-so. But...

Read more at: http://dwdsreviews.blogspot.com/2013/...

Samantha (Book Lover's Cozy Cafe) says

It’s not often that I would use movies as a reference but this book reminded me of a more PG version of
Boondock Saints, except that it was set in Philadelphia, PA, instead of the Boston Area. The reason to why it
reminds me of this movie is because of the fact that you’ve got a tight knit community. Where a bar or pub,
whichever you prefer to call it, where your treated like family. And the good guy goes out to catch the bad
guy that is messing with someone in his community, differences are that, Quinn isn't a vigilante, his father
wasn't harmed in anyway, and it's only one guy instead of two. I think it was the tight knit community, and
the pub, and the fact Quinn goes out and kicks some major tail. This is basically set in neighborhoods that
are filled with Blue collar workers, most of them being cops whether retired or active.
What surprised me most is that Quinn, who is obviously the main character was an ex-boxer, ex-con, who
loves art and painting. It’s not very often that you see character such as this. Which in the whole made it
more intriguing to read this book; it starts off with him finishing up one of his cases. Then goes into where
he picks up a major case, and then picks up another case which is slightly minor to the bigger case, also pays
out more. With Quinn being an ex-con his job resources were highly limited so his childhood best friend’s
dad, had given him a chance as an Insurance Investigator that only works on commission.
So he starts working on both cases the major one being an art gallery robbery, the minor being a robbery at a
stadium, with about a dozen kegs stolen. Throughout this story Quinn meets up with some interesting
characters and some quite scary (like mob scary). He runs through putting puzzle pieces together about both
cases, plus kicking some major ass in the meantime, and all done without guns, quite masterful if you ask
me. It’s like Jason Statham without his guns, but still kicking major ass.
All in all its one hell of a book, it’s got some crime drama, some mystery, some action, and it also kind of
reminds me of Scooby-Doo when Velma figures out the bad guy and goes to unmask him. And I LOVE
Scooby-Doo! This is not my typical genre that I read, but I’m going to say I am quite excited about Quinn’s



next book. Wonder what trouble he’ll get himself into this time, and maybe JUST maybe he’ll finally tell
Nora what he feels. So we shall see.

Wendy Hines says

I had a really good time reading Quinn Checks In. It reminded me a lot of the old black and white
investigator tv shows, like Perry Mason and Sam Spade. I might even stretch it to Columbo, but that's a
stretch for Quinn. His father wanted him to be a boxer but instead he became an artist. One who uses his
talent to forge priceless pieces of art.

After doing some time in the pen, he gets a job with his best friends insurance company as an investigator.
He's the guy the makes sure that everything is on the up and up because there are many people out there
ready with a con to make a quick buck. But not everything is easy, and although Quinn isn't one to be pushed
around, he gets into his fair share of hot water.

What else I really enjoyed was the family dynamics in Quinn Checks In. We don't just get to know about
Quinn, but his whole family. It's one of those family's where you are expected for Sunday dinner and you
better be there or else. He has a brother who's a cop, another a preacher and it's hard for Quinn to try and
redeem his past with his family. Not to mention that his family isn't too proud that Quinn was a bad boy. On
top of all of that, Quinn's been fighting his feelings for Nora, his long time best friend. He's afraid to act on
his feelings because he isn't sure how she feels.

So toss in some great family dynamics, tentative romance (maybe in future installments), some mafia, police,
art heists and investigating mixed with some spectacular writing and you have Quinn Checks In, a great
whodunnit that will keep you thoroughly entertained!

Sheila says

Reminiscent of Dennis LeHane’s Kenzie and Gennaro novels, L.H. Thomson’s first Liam Quinn mystery is
smoothly written, convincingly voiced, fast-paced, gritty and fun. Ex-forger, ex-boxer, Quinn has betrayed
his family’s well-policed heritage, but now he’s trying to make amends with a job investigating insurance
frauds.

The novel’s set in Philadelphia and moves smoothly between evocatively different zones, from Irish pubs, to
rich mansions and everywhere in between. Italian mobsters, scheming lawyers, cheating boyfriends and
down-at-heel teens all play their part as stolen booze, a stolen painting, and a wonderful girl, who’s surely
way out of his league, vie for the protagonist’s attention. Meanwhile Mom cooks the perfect Sunday dinner,
Quinn really should have gone to church, and his father’s friends can’t resist teasing him for his time behind
bars.

It’s a fun story, well-plotted, quick-witted, good-humored, gritty, and with just the right level of humor and
humanity. The dialog’s great. The action’s convincing—even when Quinn’s dodging bullets. And I can't
imagine why I've not seen this series on the shelves of all the local bookstores.

Disclosure: The author asked if I’d be willing to review a free ecopy. I just might have to buy a paperback



now so my husband can enjoy it too.

R.P. Dahlke says

Quinn Checks in by L.H. Thomson

Mystery series featuring insurance investigator, Liam Quinn
Kindle $2.99
Link: http://www.amazon.com/Quinn-Checks-In...

Liam Quinn is a product of Philadelphia's aptly named, Fishtown; a rough, elderly neighborhood out of
which he develops a talent for boxing and a love for art. He has a dad and a brother on the police force, and
an unfortunate three-year prison tern for art forgery.
Now he's on the right side of the law with a nifty license to investigate insurance claims, courtesy of a family
connection, though his unrequited love for his boss's daughter keeps tripping him up. The author makes the
most of Liam's adoration of Nora in the fewest of words: "She'd always had that effect on me; that voodoo
that caught my gaze and held it suspended, elevated, like a kite in an updraft." (sigh)
In his latest case, Liam must investigate a robbery that at first glance seems to be a grab and run of an
original Vermeer in a swank modern art gallery. The nice fat reward for its return would do a lot towards
paying off his restitution to the state.
But there's more to the story than the one expensive painting. Like, why did the two robbers choose only the
one painting in a gallery full of other expensive, if contemporary pieces? And why does one of the robbers
linger next to another painting, but out of range of the security cameras? And why do the post robbery photos
show that same painting to hang askew?
The author gives the reader a painterly introduction to Liam's life, his friends, most of whom are ex-cons, as
well as his Irish relatives; his warm and welcoming Irish parents, his truculent cop brother who is incapable
of accepting Liam the incarcerated as a respectable investigator.
Liam dodges bullets, punches… okay, some not so much, mob-types, and all sorts of lovely women in this
bright, witty and wonderfully complex first in the Liam Quinn mystery series.

Highly recommended!

Andrew Smith says

There are equal amounts I like and dislike about this book.

Likes:

- The set-up of an art forger who has served his time and is trying to ‘go straight’ and pay of his debts by
working as an insurance investigator.
- The local colour and the detail surrounding the city of Philadelphia and its various neighbourhoods.
- The large family that surround the the wayward Quinn, who love him but struggle to forgive him for his



misdeeds.
- Most of all, Quinn himself. He’s a well drawn character with a sense of humour and a degree of self
deprecation that draws the reader in. I wanted him to succeed and cared what happened to him.

Dislikes:

- The story was a little confusing, with lots of players, and it seemed to mix too many elements. I’d have
preferred a simpler structure with more of the characters fleshed out.
- Some of the players read like caricatures of the type of people you’d expect to find in a hardboiled crime
novel – the local gangster who can’t quite string a proper sentence together, the supportive ex-cop dad who
has his own stool at the bar, the matriarchal mum who demands attendance at dinner every Sunday…
- Loose ends are tied up far too neatly (almost obsessively) – a job is found for a good lad, a wrong’un
boyfriend gets his comeuppance… and other examples dotted around.
- Worst of all, the terrible Agatha Christie style ‘group tell’ at the end fails to elicit a proper solution to the
main crime we’ve been following! Unforgivable.

So, I’m somewhere between a rating of 2 or 3. As I’m in a generous mood, 3 it is.

Elizabeth Larson says

While reading this book, I kept thinking 'poor man's Robert B. Parker.' Poor because the author obviously
couldn't afford a proofreader (whomever when whoever is called for, extra words, wrong words, etc.). Liam,
like Spenser, is a very likable guy with an intellectual bent who flirts with the wrong side of the law and, also
like Spenser, boxes and loves a beautiful woman somewhat out of his league. Throw in some mob interaction
and substitute Philly for Boston. I noticed another reviewer had the same problem I did with Liam mostly
speaking correctly, but randomly throwing in a couple of phrases of 'Philly speak.' It was jarring because of
the seeming lack of logic or motivation for it. Little devices like using "'cos" instead of "'cause" just jerked
me right out of the story to wonder why.

Cherie says

This was a really enjoyable, gritty mystery. Set in Philadelphia, Quinn has recently been released from prison
where he was serving a term for art forgery. Now, working as an insurance investigator, he becomes
involved in the mystery of a stolen painting.

I liked the main character, Quinn. He's a no-nonsense kind of guy who wants to stay on the straight and
narrow but isn't afraid to get his hands a little dirty if he needs to. As an ex-boxer, he knows how to use his
body to his advantage and gives as good as he gets. At the same time, he has a heart. When it comes to
women he's got a blind spot but that only makes him more likeable. I also liked that he has a soft spot for
Nora (his childhood love) and doesn't just jump into bed with anyone in a skirt.

The neighborhood and the supporting characters set the scenes nicely. In fact, the neighborhood could almost



be considered a supporting character in itself. The author includes a lot of details that make you feel how
close-knit the community is and does a great job giving you a glimpse into it. Irish mothers who expect you
home for Sunday dinner, brothers who are cops and priests, a local bar where everyone hangs out - all of
these things set the stage but also make you understand Quinn all the more.

I didn't really care for some of the dialogue and the accents the author used. He tries to use a local "Philly
speak" while I see what he was going for in trying to submerge the reader into the world, I don't think it
came off as totally authentic. There were a few moments that seemed cheesy to me. When Quinn himself
speaks it drove me a little crazy that he went back and forth between using proper speech and falling into
local accent. It didn't seem to me that he was consistent.

As for plot, I enjoyed it. I didn't know where the story was going which is nice. It's always a little frustrating
and disappointing to me when I can predict the ending way ahead of time. Here, I had no idea where things
were going until the final reveal. Everything was resolved nicely but also set up well for the next book in the
series.

All in all, this was a very enjoyable first entry in the series and I would be interested in seeing where Quinn
goes from here.

Jim says

Looking around for some new authors to read for 2016, I stumbled upon L.H. Thomson. He has written a
series of nine "Quinn" books. Reading over the reviews for, "Quinn Checks In", the first book in his series I
was intrigued. Most of the reviews made me do double takes while reading. ( Think famous actor- Edgar
Kennedy). One review called it the Philadelphia "Boonstock Saint's". ( A movie I really hated). Taking place
in Philadelphia, and written by a guy born in Africa, and now living many years in Canada, I had to check
this one out. In less than ten minutes I was hooked. Liam Quinn the middle son of three boys belonging to Al
and Maureen Quinn. Al spent 30 years as a Philly cop and now all but lives in a local cop bar called "Druid".
With an older brother who became a priest, and younger brother who became a Philly cop, Liam is the
family odd ball. As a teenager Quinn gave up on a possible boxing career to go to art school. Before long
Quinn was an expert painting forger busted and doing three years in prison. After getting out, the wealthy
and powerful Ramon Garcia de Soria hires Quinn to be an investigator for his company- Philadelphia Mutual
Insurance Company. Quinn works strictly on commission. He has a $250K fine to pay back to the state in
restitution hanging over his head too. When a Vermeer gets stolen in a brazen robbery at the gallery of John
Degoey ,the PMI may be out millions in insurance coverage. It's the bosses daughter, and Liam's best friend
from eighth grade- Nora Garcia de Soria, up and coming curator for the Philadelphia Museum of Art the
reason Liam has a job with PMI. Ramon and his family have been very good to Liam over the years. Liam's
family more or less still hold prison over his head. Luckily Nora is good friends with the manager of the
robbed gallery. Alison Pace has known Nora since college and is relieved Nora has sent Liam to help
investigate.. Before long Liam is drawn into a world of art forgery, and thefts. Also he must find out why an
armored car heist and gallery robbery are related. Dealing with a whole host of witty, unique Philadelphia
characters this yarn never has a dull moment. Just over 200 pages that fly at super sonic speed, this one packs
a wollop to be sure. Car chases and evil mobsters pop up throughout providing plenty of action. The end with
a few pretty goods twists was clever itself. I enjoyed this book so much, I've already downloaded the other
eight "Quinn" books onto my Kindle. I like that the book has a very Philadelphia flavor and feel. The dialog
is spot on, as is the descriptions of Fishtown and other neighborhoods. Philadelphia really is a city comprised
of many neighborhoods. Five stars out of possible five stars for , "Quinn Checks In", a interesting mystery



thriller that was really fun to check out. "Youse" really should give this one a read.

Brenda says

After Liam Quinn was released from prison for art forgery, he was lucky enough to be offered a chance to
redeem himself. His father was a cop; his father’s mate offered him the job of insurance investigator,
freelance. Quinn worked hard and as an ex-boxer, could handle himself in tight situations. Which of course
he found himself in when coming up against the criminals he was trying to catch.

When Quinn was given the latest investigation of an art gallery robbery, he knew the commission would pay
some of his debts – IF he could find the valuable artwork in one piece. But he found himself in danger for his
life – the bad guys obviously didn’t want him to continue asking his questions. Would Quinn find the
answers and the artwork? Or would he end up like the latest bodies that had been found?

Quinn Checks In by L.H. Thomson in the first in the Liam Quinn Mystery series – filled with bad guys,
mobsters and criminals, Quinn sorts them out one way or the other. He’s tough on the outside; soft on the
inside and loves his mother – she’s the only one who can tell him what to do! A light mystery which is quick
and easy to read.

Beverly says

This is the second book I have read by L.H.Thomson. They were totally different, but I loved both of them.
The author has a great writing style that keeps you quickly turning the pages to see what will happen next.
"Quinn Checks In" is about an insurance investigator, Liam Quinn, who solves two cases at the same time.
Throw in some fist fights, murders, family problems and a mom who wants him home every Sunday for
dinner and you have a really great book. Oh, and I forgot about the girl he has loved forever, but can't get up
the nerve to tell her. Quinn's life is quite an action packed adventure. I will certainly read more books by this
author and hope he has a long series with Liam Quinn as the main character.


